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ABSTRACT

We present an algorithm for transcoding high-rate com-
pressed bitstreams containing �eld-coded interlaced video
to lower-rate compressed bitstreams containing frame-coded
progressive video. We focus on MPEG-2 to H.263 transcod-
ing, however these results can be extended to other lower-
rate video compression standards including MPEG-4 sim-
ple pro�le and MPEG-1. A conventional approach to the
transcoding problem involves decoding the input bitstream,
spatially and temporally downsampling the decoded frames,
and re-encoding the result. The proposed transcoder achieves
improved performance by exploiting the details of the MPEG-
2 and H.263 compression standards when performing inter-
laced to progressive (or �eld to frame) conversion with spa-
tial downsampling and frame-rate reduction. The transcoder
reduces the MPEG-2 decoding requirements by temporally
downsampling the data at the bitstream level and reduces
the H.263 encoding requirements by largely bypassing H.263
motion estimation by reusing the motion vectors and coding
modes given in the input bitstream. In software implemen-
tations, the proposed approach achieved a 5x speedup over
the conventional approach with only a 0.3 and 0.5 dB loss
in PSNR for the Carousel and Bus sequences.

1. INTRODUCTION

Video communication requires the seamless delivery of video
content to a broad range of users with di�erent bandwidth
and resource constraints. The video attributes and com-
pression standards used by the source signal, the communi-
cation channel, and the client device however are far from
seamless. Thus, eÆcient transcoding algorithms must be
designed to �x these mismatches and provide users with a
seamless experience. A likely scenario involves the MPEG-
2 and H.263 standards. MPEG-2 was designed for high-
quality, high-rate applications and is used in digital televi-
sion and DVD. H.263 was designed for low-rate communi-
cation over ISDN and analog telephone lines. An MPEG-
2 to H.263 transcoder enables the transmission of MPEG
program material over lower-rate communication channels
such as ISDN lines, analog telephone lines, the internet, and
wireless links.

In this paper, we propose a transcoding algorithm that
converts a high-rate interlaced MPEG-2 bitstream to a low-
rate progressive H.263 bitstream. Bitrate reduction is achieved
with spatial and temporal downsampling and requantiza-
tion, and the details of the MPEG-2 and H.263 compression

standards are exploited when performing interlaced to pro-
gressive (or �eld to frame) conversion. Previous transcoding
work has examined tradeo�s in picture quality and com-
putational complexity when transcoding for bitrate and/or
resolution reduction within the MPEG standard or within
the H.261/3 standard [1, 2, 3]. To the authors knowledge,
the only work reported on transcoding between the two
standards was in [4], where an MPEG to H.263 transcoder
was developed for progressive input and output bitstreams
when retaining the full temporal frame rate of the video.
Our work di�ers in that our algorithm was designed with
the goal of creating a simple transcoder that supports �eld-
coded interlaced video bitstreams and achieves bitrate re-
duction by allowing temporal frame rate reductions in ad-
dition to spatial resolution reduction and requantization.

2. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

We focus on the problem of transcoding a given MPEG-2
bitstream to a lower-rate H.263 bitstream. The problem
can be described by considering the conventional approach
shown in Figure 1. An MPEG bitstream is �rst decoded
into its decompressed video frames. These high-resolution
video frames are then downsampled to form a video se-
quence with a lower spatial resolution and frame rate. This
sequence is then re-encoded into a lower-rate H.263 bit-
stream.
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Figure 1: Conventional approach.

This conventional approach to transcoding is ineÆcient
in its use of computational and memory resources. The goal
of this work is to design computation- and memory-eÆcient
algorithms that achieve MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoding with
minimal loss in picture quality.

A number of issues arise when designing an MPEG-2
to H.263 transcoding algorithm. While both standards are
based on block motion compensation and the block DCT,
there are many di�erences that must be addressed. A few
of these di�erences are listed below:



� Interlaced vs. progressive video format: MPEG-2 al-
lows interlaced video formats for applications includ-
ing digital television and DVD. H.263 only supports
progressive formats.

� Number of I frames: MPEG uses more frequent I
frames to enable random access into compressed bit-
streams. H.263 uses fewer I frames to achieve better
compression.

� Frame coding types: MPEG allows pictures to be
coded as I, P, or B frames while H.263 allows pictures
to be coded as I or P frames or optionally as PB
frames. In MPEG any number of B frames may be
included between a pair of I or P frames, while in
H.263 the PB mode allows at most one.

� Prediction modes: In support of interlaced video for-
mats, MPEG-2 allows �eld-based prediction, frame-
based prediction, and 16x8 �eld-based prediction. H.263
only supports frame-based prediction but optionally
allows an advanced prediction mode in which 4 mo-
tion vectors are allowed per macroblock.

� Motion vector restrictions: MPEG motion vectors
must point inside the picture, while H.263 has an
unrestricted motion vector mode which allows mo-
tion vectors to point outside the picture. The ben-
e�ts of this mode can be signi�cant, especially for
lower-resolution sequences where the boundary mac-
roblocks account for a larger percentage of the video.

3. PROPOSED TRANSCODING ALGORITHM

We developed an MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoding algorithm
that addresses each of the factors listed above. The pro-
posed algorithm can be described by the series of block
diagrams shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Development of the proposed approach.

The top diagram shows the conventional approach to
transcoding. First the input MPEG bitstream with bitrate
R0 is decoded into its decompressed video frames, which
have a spatial resolution and temporal frame rate of S0
and T0. These frames are then processed temporally to a

lower frame rate T1 < T0 by dropping appropriate frames.
The spatial resolution is then reduced to S1 < S0 by spa-
tially downsampling the remaining frames. The resulting
frames with resolution S1; T1 are then re-encoded into an
H.263 bitstream with a �nal bitrate of R1 < R0. The mem-
ory requirements of this approach are high because of the
frame stores required to store the video frames at resolution
S0; T0. The computational requirements are high because
of the operations necessary to decode all the MPEG frames
and to perform motion estimation in the H.263 encoder.

The middle diagram shows an improved approach to the
problem. By exploiting the picture start codes and frame
prediction types used in MPEG, the frame rate of the in-
put bitstream can be reduced prior to MPEG decompres-
sion. Speci�cally, in order to reduce the temporal frame
rate, rather than decoding the entire MPEG bitstream and
subsequently dropping frames, one may instead examine
the bitstream for picture startcodes, determine the picture
type from the picture header, then selectively discard the
bits that correspond to B pictures. The resulting lower-
rate R0 < R0 bitstream can be decoded into video frames
with resolution S0; T1. The limitation is that the temporal
frame rate can only be reduced by restricted factors, e.g. in
the case where two B frames are used between the I and
P frames, the temporal frame rate can only be reduced by
a factor of 3. The advantages are the reduced processing
requirements needed for MPEG decoding and the reduced
memory requirements achieved by eliminating the need to
store the higher frame rate sequence. In this approach, the
computational requirements are still high due to the motion
estimation that must be performed in the H.263 encoder.

The bottom diagram shows the proposed approach for
MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoding. Once again, the tempo-
ral frame rate is reduced at the bitstream layer by ex-
ploiting the picture start codes and picture headers. In
addition, the computational requirements of the H.263 en-
coder are reduced by deriving its coding parameters from
those given in the input MPEG bitstream. This is ad-
vantageous because some of the computations that need
to be performed in the H.263 encoder may have already
been performed by the original MPEG-2 encoder and may
be represented in the transcoder's input MPEG bitstream.
Rather than blindly recomputing this information from the
decoded, downsampled video frames, the encoder can ex-
ploit the information contained in the input bitstream. In
other words, much of the information that is derived in the
original MPEG encoder can be reused in the transcoder.
Speci�cally, the motion vectors and prediction modes from
the input MPEG bitstream are used to estimate the motion
vectors and prediction modes used in the H.263 encoder,
thus largely bypassing the expensive motion estimation per-
formed in a conventional encoder. A detailed description of
the transcoder is given in section 5.

4. MPEG-2 INTERLACED VIDEO CODING

Most video compression algorithms including H.263 and
MPEG-1 are designed for progressive video sequences. MPEG-
2 was designed to support interlaced video sequences, where
two �elds make one frame. MPEG-2 provides a number of
coding options to support interlaced video. First, each in-



terlaced video frame can be coded as a frame picture in
which the two �elds are coded as a single unit or as a �eld
picture in which the �elds are coded sequentially. Next,
MPEG-2 allows macroblocks to be coded in one of �ve
motion compensation modes: frame prediction for frame
pictures, �eld prediction for frame pictures, �eld prediction
for �eld pictures, 16x8 prediction for �eld pictures, and dual
prime motion compensation [5]. The frame picture and �eld
picture prediction dependencies are shown in Figure 3. For
frame pictures, the top and bottom reference �elds are the
top and bottom �elds of the previous I or P frame. For �eld
pictures, the top and bottom reference �elds are the most
recent top and bottom �elds. For example, if the top �eld is
speci�ed to be �rst, then MVs from the top �eld can point
to the top or bottom �elds in the previous frame, while
MVs from the bottom �eld can point to the top �eld of the
current frame or the bottom �eld of the previous frame.
Our discussion focuses on P-frame prediction because the
transcoder only processes the MPEG I and P frames. We
also focus on �eld picture coding of interlaced video, and
we will not consider dual prime motion compensation.

In MPEG �eld picture coding, each �eld is divided into
16x16 macroblocks, each of which can be coded with �eld
prediction or 16x8 motion compensation. In �eld predic-
tion, the 16x16 �eld macroblock will contain a �eld selec-
tion bit which indicates whether the prediction is based on
the top or bottom reference �eld and a motion vector which
points to the 16x16 region in the appropriate �eld. In 16x8
prediction, the 16x16 �eld macroblock is divided into its
upper and lower halves, each of which contains 16x8 pixels.
Each half has a �eld selection bit which speci�es whether
the top or bottom reference �eld is used and a motion vec-
tor which points to the 16x8 pixel region in the appropriate
�eld.
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Figure 3: MPEG-2 motion compensation for interlaced

video. The arrows show the allowable prediction depen-
dencies. The subscripts denote the frame number and �eld
type.

5. AN MPEG-2 TO H.263 TRANSCODER

A number of design decisions must be made when creating
an algorithm that transcodes interlaced MPEG-2 video bit-
streams to lower-rate progressive video bitstreams. While
the input parameters are set by the given input bitstream
and while some output parameters may be speci�ed, a num-
ber of degrees of freedom will likely exist for other output
parameters. For example, the transcoder may be required
to reduce the bitrate by a set amount, but freedom may be
available in whether this is accomplished by spatial or tem-
poral downsampling or requantization or some combination
thereof.

Our design decisions were made with the goal of creat-
ing a simple, computationally eÆcient transcoder. Many
of our choices were based on similarities and di�erences
in the details of the MPEG-2 and H.263 coding standards
listed in section 2. In this section, we describe the proposed
transcoder and discuss the motivation behind many of our
design decisions.

5.1. Description

A block diagram of the proposed MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoder
is shown in Figure 4. The transcoder accepts an MPEG IPB
bitstream as input. The bitstream is scanned for picture
start codes and the picture headers are examined to deter-
mine the frame type. The bits corresponding to B frames
are discarded, while the remaining bits are passed on to the
MPEG IP decoder. The decoded frames are downsampled
to the appropriate spatial resolution and then passed to
the modi�ed H.263 IP encoder. This encoder di�ers from
a conventional H.263 encoder in that it does not perform
conventional motion estimation; rather, it uses motion vec-
tors and coding modes computed from the MPEG motion
vectors and coding modes and the decoded, downsampled
frames. There are a number of ways that this can be done
[6]. We choose a partial search method in which the MPEG
motion vectors and coding modes are used to form one or
more initial estimates for each H.263 motion vector. A set of
candidate motion vectors is generated; this set may include
each initial estimate and its neighboring vectors, where the
size of the neighborhood can vary depending on the avail-
able computational resources. The set of candidate motion
vectors is tested on the decoded, downsampled frames and
the best vector is chosen based on a criteria such as resid-
ual energy. A half-pel re�nement may be performed and
the �nal mode decision (inter or intra) is then made.
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Figure 4: Detailed block diagram of transcoder.

5.2. Design Considerations and Details

5.2.1. Source and Target Parameters

Spatial and temporal resolutions: The correspondence be-
tween the input and output coded video frames is shown in
Figure 5. We reduce the horizontal and vertical spatial res-
olutions by factors of two because the MPEG-2 interlaced
�eld format provides a natural factor of two reduction in
the vertical spatial resolution. Thus, the spatial downsam-
pling is performed by simply extracting the top �eld of the
MPEG-2 interlaced video frame and horizontally downsam-
pling it by a factor of two. This simple spatial downsam-
pling method allows us to avoid the diÆculties associated
with interlaced to progressive conversions. We reduce the
temporal resolution by a factor of three. As discussed ear-
lier, the MPEG-2 picture start codes, picture headers, and



prediction rules make it possible to eÆciently discard B-
frame data from the bitstream without impacting the re-
maining I and P frames. Note that even though only the
top �elds of the MPEG I and P frames are used in the H.263
encoder, both the top and bottom �elds must be decoded
because of the prediction dependencies that result from the
MPEG-2 interlaced �eld coding modes.
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Figure 5: Correspondence between the input MPEG-2 �elds

and the output H.263 frames.

Frame coding types: MPEG-2 allows I, P, and B frames
while H.263 allows I and P frames and optionally PB frames.
With suÆcient memory and computational capabilities, an
algorithm can be designed to transcode from any input
MPEG coding pattern to any output H.263 coding pat-
tern; such an algorithm was developed by Shanableh in [4].
Rather than transcoding between arbitrary coding patterns,
we determine the coding pattern of the target H.263 bit-
stream based on the coding pattern of the source MPEG-2
bitstream. By aligning the coding patterns of the input and
output bitstreams and allowing temporal downsampling, we
can achieve a signi�cant improvement in computational ef-
�ciency.

Speci�cally, a natural alignment between the two stan-
dards can be obtained by dropping the MPEG B frames and
converting the remaining MPEG I and P frames to H.263 I
and P frames, thus exploiting the similar roles of P frames in
the two standards and exploiting the ease in which B frame
data can be discarded from an MPEG-2 bitstream without
a�ecting the remaining I and P frames. Since MPEG-2 se-
quences typically use an IBBPBBPBB structure, dropping
the B frames results in a factor of three reduction in frame
rate. While H.263 allows an advanced coding mode of PB
pictures, we do not use it because it does not align well with
MPEG's IBBPBBPBB structure.

The problem that remains is to convert the MPEG-
coded interlaced I and P frames to the spatially downsam-
pled H.263-coded progressive I and P frames. The problem
of frame conversions can be thought of as manipulating pre-
diction dependencies in the compressed data; this topic was
addressed in [7] for MPEG progressive frame conversions.
Our MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoding algorithm requires three
types of frame conversions: (1) MPEG I �eld to H.263 I
frame, (2) MPEG I �eld to H.263 P frame, and (3) MPEG
P �eld to H.263 P frame. The �rst is straightforward. The
latter two require the transcoder to eÆciently calculate the
H.263 motion vectors and coding modes from those given
in the MPEG-2 bitstream. When using the partial search
method described in section 5.1, the �rst step is to create
one or more initial estimates of each H.263 motion vector
from the MPEG-2 motion vectors. In the following two sec-
tions, we discuss the methods used to accomplish this for
MPEG I �eld to H.263 P frame conversions and for MPEG
P �eld to H.263 P frame conversions.

5.2.2. I �eld to P frame conversion

MPEG applications generally use frequent I frames to en-
able random access into the bitstream, while H.263 applica-
tions generally use fewer I frames to achieve higher compres-
sion ratios. In the proposed transcoder, it is often necessary
to convert MPEG I �elds to H.263 P frames. Motion in-
formation generally is not given for MPEG I frames, there-
fore we must generate the resulting H.263 P frame motion
vectors by using the motion information provided for the
surrounding frames. In our simplest solution, the motion
vector that was computed for the same spatial location in
the previous H.263 P frames is used as the initial estimate
of the H.263 motion vector in the current frame. This is
a rather crude approach for estimating the motion vectors
but ranks well in computational simplicity. The perfor-
mance depends on the temporal correlation of the motion
in the coded video. Improved estimates can be obtained by
considering the previous frame's higher resolution MPEG-
2 motion vectors rather than its computed lower resolution
H.263 motion vectors and by considering the motion vectors
from the next MPEG-2 P frame as well; however this re-
quires higher complexity so that the future motion vectors
can be retrieved. If additional resources are available, the
motion vectors from the intermediate MPEG-2 B frames
can also be considered; these would provide a better repre-
sentation of the the motion between the two frames, but at
a much greater complexity.

5.2.3. P �eld to P frame conversion

As discussed in section 5.2.1, the transcoder horizontally
downsamples the top �eld of the decoded frames by a fac-
tor of two. After horizontal downsampling, 32x16 regions in
the MPEG-2 �eld correspond to 16x16 regions of the H.263
frame, i.e. two adjacent MPEG-2 �eld macroblocks corre-
spond to one H.263 frame macroblock. In this section, we
discuss our method for choosing the initial estimates of the
H.263 motion vectors from the motion vectors given in the
two corresponding MPEG-2 macroblocks. These initial es-
timates are used to compute the �nal H.263 motion vectors
and coding modes as described in section 5.1.

The MPEG-2 prediction modes used for �eld coding of
interlaced video were discussed in section 4. We focus on
MPEG-2 �eld pictures for simplicity; straightforward mod-
i�cations can be made to accommodate MPEG-2 frame pic-
tures. Since each MPEG-2 macroblock can have zero (in-
tra), one (�eld prediction), or two (16x8 prediction) motion
vectors and since two MPEG-2 macroblocks correspond to
one H.263 macroblock; we will have anywhere from zero to
four motion vectors to consider when estimating one H.263
motion vector. The task at hand is to rank these MPEG-2
motion vectors according to how well they perform as an
initial estimate of the H.263 motion vector.

We rank the MPEG-2 motion vectors based on the their
relevance to the H.263 vector. The relevance is measured
by two factors: the �eld correspondence and the size of the
region it represents. Since the H.263 frames correspond to
the top �elds of the CCIR-601 frames, the MPEG-2 mo-
tion vectors that point to the top reference �elds provide
a better estimate and therefore are considered more rele-
vant than those that point to the bottom reference �elds.
MPEG-2 motion vectors can correspond to 16x16 or 16x8
regions which after horizontal downsampling correspond to



8x16 or 8x8 regions in the H.263 macroblock; the motion
vectors corresponding to larger regions are considered to
have higher relevance. After ranking, the motion vectors
are adjusted for the horizontal downsampling factor and the
highest ranked vectors are selected as the initial estimates
of the H.263 motion vector. While the proposed approach
leads to good estimates of the motion vectors, further re-
�nement and computations can lead to improved estimates
and thereby result in improved prediction and coding per-
formance for the output H.263 bitstream. For example, if
additional computational resources are available it may be
useful to also consider the motion vectors given in neigh-
boring MPEG-2 macroblocks as well as the motion vectors
given in the bottom �eld of the current MPEG-2 frame.

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The conventional and proposed MPEG-2 to H.263 transcoders
were implemented in software based on the public-domain
MPEG-2 and H.263 code [8, 9]. The input MPEG-2 video
bitstreams contained coded CCIR-601 interlaced video se-
quences which have 720x480 pixels/frame at 30 frames/sec.
Each frame consisted of two �elds, each with 720x240 pix-
els. The MPEG-2 video was �eld coded at a data rate of
5 Mbps. These values are representative of those typically
used for coding NTSC video. Temporal downsampling was
achieved by discarding the MPEG-2 bits corresponding to
B frames. Spatial downsampling was achieved by extract-
ing the top �eld of the decoded CCIR-601 frame and hori-
zontally �ltering and downsampling this �eld using the �l-
ters described in MPEG-2 Test Model 5; the rightmost 8
columns were discarded to form the SIF-resolution frame.
The output H.263 bitstreams contained SIF progressive se-
quences, which have 352x240 pixels at 10 frames/sec. The
resulting H.263 bitstreams had data rates of 500 kbps.

The partial search method was used to compute the
output H.263 motion vectors and coding modes from those
given in the input MPEG-2 bitstream. In these plots, we re-
port results for which only one initial estimate was allowed
for the partial search. The set of candidate motion vectors
consisted of the initial estimate and its neighboring vectors
where the size of the neighborhood was varied from 0 to
+/-7 pixels. For the MPEG-2 I �eld to H.263 P frame con-
version, the H.263 motion vector computed for the previous
frame was used as the initial estimate. For the MPEG-2 P
�eld to H.263 P frame conversion, the top ranked motion
vector was used as the initial estimate.

The resulting PSNR plots for the Bus and Carousel
MPEG test sequences are shown in Figure 6. In software
simulations, the proposed transcoding algorithm achieved a
5x speedup over the conventional approach with the PSNR
performance shown in the plots. The top trace in each
plot shows the PSNRs of the decoded, downsampled I and
P frames of the original MPEG-2 bitstream. The remain-
ing traces show the PSNRs of the H.263 decoded frames of
the transcoded bitstreams. From bottom to top, the traces
show the PSNRs that result when increasing the neighbor-
hood size from 0 to +/-4 pixels and the PSNRs that result
when performing a conventional motion estimation search
in the transcoder. A more in-depth coverage of the MPEG-
2 to H.263 transcoding experiments is given in [10].

There are a number of avenues for future work. First,
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Figure 6: PSNR Plots for the Bus and Carousel sequences.

while the proposed approach leads to good estimates of the
motion vectors, further re�nement and computations can
lead to improved prediction and coding performance and
are currently being investigated. Next, it is likely that these
results vary with bitrate and resolution. In some regimes
the coding error may be dominated by quantization noise,
while in others it may be dominated by motion vector er-
rors. Additional work should be performed to better un-
derstand the transcoding performance as a function of the
source and target bitrates and resolutions and the input
coded video sequence. Finally, unlike MPEG-2, H.263 has
advanced coding modes to support motion vectors for 8x8
blocks and unrestricted motion vectors which point outside
the picture. These modes can provide signi�cant improve-
ment in H.263 coding performance and are currently being
incorporated in our transcoder.
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